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Abstract
Given an arbitrary speech clip and a facial image, talk-
ing face generation aims to synthesize a talking face video
with precise lip synchronization as well as a smooth tran-
sition of facial motion over the entire video speech. Most
existing methods mainly focus on either disentangling the
information in a single image or learning temporal infor-
mation between frames. However, speech audio and video
often have cross-modality coherence that has not been well
addressed during synthesis. Therefore, this paper proposes
a novel high-resolution talking face generation model for
arbitrary person by discovering the cross-modality coher-
ence via Mutual Information Approximation (MIA). By as-
suming the modality difference between audio and video is
larger that of real video and generated video, we estimate
mutual information between real audio and video, and then
use a discriminator to enforce generated video distribution
approach real video distribution. Furthermore, we intro-
duce a dynamic attention technique on the mouth to en-
hance the robustness during the training stage. Experimen-
tal results on benchmark dataset LRW transcend the state-
of-the-art methods on prevalent metrics with robustness on
gender, pose variations and high-resolution synthesizing.
1. Introduction
Talking face generation aims to generate a realistic talk-
ing video for the giving still face image and speech clip. It
has been an active research topic and has many real-world
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Figure 1. Illustration of the proposed mutual information approxi-
mation (MIA). Since GANs push the generated frame distribution
to real frame distribution, we use the real frames and its corre-
sponding audios to update the mutual information estimator by
maximizing mutual information and use the updated estimator to
maximize mutual information between generated frames and au-
dios for better GAN training.
applications such as animating movies, teleconferencing,
talking agents and enhancing speech comprehension while
preserving privacy. Recent efforts mainly employ deep gen-
erative models to generate the talking face from scratch.
They conventionally formularize the talking face genera-
tion task as synthesizing the talking face from the speech
of a specified target identity. For instance, Rithesh et al.
[22] and Supasorn et al. [33] generate the talking face of
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Obama with the supervision of text and audio respectively.
In the following, some methods aim to synthesize the talk-
ing faces for more identities by taking the advantage of Gen-
erative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [16, 32]. More re-
cently, some researchers devote to synthesize talking face
for arbitrary identities that are not required to appear in
the dataset [3, 39]. However, since different identities have
large appearance difference, it is challenging to synthesize
the talking face for arbitrary identities. Particularly, there
are two types of modality difference for arbitrary identities
synthesis. One modality difference is between audio and
video and the other is between different identities.
Mutual information (MI) is a commonly used informa-
tion theoretic measure to measure the difference between
two distributions. As a quantity for capturing non-linear
statistical dependencies between variables, it has found ap-
plications in a wide range of domains and tasks, includ-
ing clustering gene expression data [28], feature selection
[30] and cross-modality localization [1]. One of the pio-
neer works is [27] which propose to estimate the mutual
information based on kernel density estimators, Kraskov et
al. [21] present two closely related families of mutual en-
tropy estimators. More recently, Belghazi et al. [2] present
a Mutual Information Neural Estimator (MINE) that is lin-
early scalable in dimensionality as well as in sample size,
trainable through back-prop, and strongly consistent. As ex-
plained in [34], mutual information can be utilized to learn a
parametrized mapping from a given input to a higher-level
representation to preserves information of the original in-
put. This can be referred as the infomax principle translat-
ing to maximize the mutual information between the audio
input and the frame output from the generative network.
Talking face generation is intrinsically a speech-to-
video cross-modality and cross-identity generation prob-
lem, where it is crucial to capture the cross-modality coher-
ence between speech and lip movement. One of the chal-
lenges in speech-driven talking face generation is, it is dif-
ficult to encode the speech audio information into a video
modality. Therefore, we propose to explore the speech-
to-video cross-modality coherence via Mutual Information
Approximation (MIA). By assuming the modality differ-
ence between audio and video is larger than that of real
video and generated video, we estimate mutual information
between real audio and video, and then use a discriminator
to enforce generated video distribution approach real video
distribution. Benefit from mutual information, MIA can
learn the cross-modality coherence, and facilitate to encode
the audio modality into the video one. At the same time,
the mechanic of GANs pushes the generated distribution to
the real distribution. This is different from MINE [2] that
estimates MI directly from two target distributions (speech
audio distribution and generated video frame distribution).
Experimental results demonstrate MIA is more applicable
to the talking face generation for arbitrary identities.
The proposed model consists of three components: a
Talking Face Generator, a Frame Discriminator and a Mu-
tual Information Approximator, as shown in Fig. 2. First,
the Talking Face Generator is designed to generate target
frames from the given input: one audio clip, one still facial
image and the previously generated frame. It leverages the
temporal information from the previously generated frame.
Then, we feed the audio and the generated frame into Frame
Discriminator to detect whether they are matched or not.
Additionally, Mutual Information Approxmiator is intro-
duced to estimate the mutual information between audio
and video distribution via the information learnt from a neu-
ral network based on MI measure.
The main contributions of our paper can be summarized
as follows:
• We propose to leverage the mutual information in
cross-modality talking face generation for arbitrary
person, which can better encode audio information into
the generated video.
• A Mutual Information Approximation (MIA) is intro-
duced to describe the coherence between video and
speech, which improves reconstruction and inference
during adversarial learning.
• We designed an end-to-end model for talking face
generation which consists of Talking Face Generator,
Frame Discriminator and Mutual Information Approx-
imator.
• Extensive experiments yield a new state-of-the-art on
benchmark dataset LRW [5] with robustness on gen-
der, pose variations and high-resolution generation.
2. Related works
In this section, we briefly review the related works about
talking face generation and mutual information estimators.
2.1. Talking Face Generation
Earlier works on talking face generation mainly synthe-
size the specific identity from the dataset by given an arbi-
trary speech audio. Rithesh et al. [22] use a time-delayed
LSTM [12] to generate key points synced to the audio and
use another network to generate the video frames condi-
tioned on the key points. Furthermore, Supasorn et al. [33]
propose a teeth proxy to improve the quality of the teeth
during generation.
In the following, Chung et al. [4] attempt to adopt an
encoder-decoder CNN model to learn the correspondences
between raw audio and video data. Karras et al. [18] pro-
pose a deep neural network to learn a mapping from input
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Figure 2. Pipeline: (a) Talking face generator: we first put an audio clip ai to a audio encoder network (Audio Encoder) to extract
a 256-dimension audio feature Za. And then feed the previously generated image fˆi−1 to image encoder network (Image Encoder) to
obtain a 256-dimension feature Zp. Then the two features are concatenated channel-wise to obtain a 512-dimension fusion feature Zf . At
last, we feed If to U-Net to maintain facial texture and Zf to make the mouth animate, finally output a generated frame fˆ . (b) Mutual
Information Approximator is fed by the pairs of {fi, ai} or {fˆi, ai}, where fi represents the real frame, the output approximates mutual
information. (c) Frame Discriminator still leverages pairs of {fi, ai} or {fˆi, ai}, while the output indicates a probability of whether the
pairs are matched.
waveforms to the 3D vertex coordinates of a face model.
The network discovers a latent code to disambiguate facial
expression variations simultaneously. Jalalifar et al. [16]
introduce a recurrent neural network into the conditional
GAN [11] to produce a sequence of natural faces in sync
with an input audio track. Bo et al. [9] utilize an LSTM
network [14] to create lip landmarks out of audio input.
Vougioukas et al. [36] employ a Temporal GAN [32] to
capture the temporal information and therefore to improve
the quality of synthesizing. However, these methods are
only applicable to synthesize the talking faces for the iden-
tities from the dataset. Recently, the synthesis of the talking
face for the arbitrary identities out of the dataset has drawn
much attention. Chen et al. [3] propose to leverage the opti-
cal flow for better express the information between frames.
Zhou et al. [39] propose an adversarial learning method to
disentangle the different information for one image during
generation. However, since different identities have large
appearance difference, it is challenging to synthesize the
talking face for arbitrary identities.
2.2. Mutual Information Estimator
In information theory, mutual information measures the
mutual dependence between two random variables. It has
shown to be historically difficult to compute and estimate.
Mutual information estimator aims to estimate hardly com-
puting mutual dependence for more general problems [2].
One of the pioneers is to calculate the relative frequen-
cies on appropriate partitions to approximate mutual in-
formation [7]. Alexander et al. [21] propose a popular
KNN-based estimator modified from the entropy estima-
tor [20]. Recent works try to employ parameters-free ap-
proaches [21], or rely on approximate Gaussianity of data
distribution [15] to estimate the mutual information. In or-
der to reduce the bias and preserve the variance, Sricharan
et al. [23] propose to estimate the entropy or divergence
by ensembling some simple plug-in estimators with vary-
ing neighborhood sizes.
Recently, Moon et al. [26] derive the mean squared error
convergence rates of kernel density-based plug-in estima-
tors of mutual information measures between two multidi-
mensional random variables. Belghazi et al. [2] propose a
backpropagation MI estimator that exploits a dual optimiza-
tion based on dual representations of the KL-divergence
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[31] to estimate divergences beyond the minimax objective
as formalized in GANs. It is scalable, flexible, and com-
pletely trainable.
3. Proposed Method
Our model consists of a Talking Face Generator, a Frame
Discriminator and a Mutual Information Approximator.
The main architecture is shown in Fig. 2.
3.1. Talking Face Generator
There are three inputs of the generator: 1) the original
frame If , to ensure the texture information of the output
frame. 2) the speech audio clip A = {a1, a2, ..., an}, work-
ing as the condition to supervise the change mouth. and
3) the previously generated frame fˆi−1, to guarantee the
smoothness of the image generation by feeding more tem-
poral information. The three inputs will feed to Identity En-
coder, Audio Encoder and Image Encoder respectively and
output the target video frame fˆi by Frame Decoder.
We propose to use conditional generative networks to
synthesize frames from audio’s MFCC feature. It is nec-
essary to preserve the background and the identity of the
person while generating target video frames from the ar-
bitrary audio input. U-Net, as one of the prevalent archi-
tectures which feeds the contextual information in the en-
coder to the decoder to obtain a general information, has
been widely adopted in generation. Therefore, a U-Net [29]
architecture is used with skip connections between the Iden-
tity Encoder and the Frame Decoder to help preserve the
facial texture during generation and maintain the details of
the reconstructed face.
The Image Encoder is based on LightCNN-9 [38], which
leverages a variation of maxout activation, called Max-
Feature-Map that can not only separate noisy and informa-
tive signals but also play the role of feature selection be-
tween two feature maps. The output of this encoder is a
256-dimension feature Zp. The Audio Encoder consists of
a 3-layer CNN, a 4-layer CNN and a 1-layer classifier, two
CNNs process the input MFCC feature simultaneously, then
flatten and concatenate the output of CNNs and feed it to the
classifier to obtain another 256-dimension feature Za.
Although the shape of the mouth is determined by the
audio, the temporal information is also necessary for the
generator. We decide to use Image Encoder to extract fea-
ture Zp from the previously generated frame fˆi−1 in the i-th
generating step. We consider that this feature is representa-
tive of the previous temporal information as well as the fea-
ture of mouth of a specific image. When generating the first
frame, Zp is extracted from the If . In different generation
stages, all the parameters are shared.
However, the U-Net gives a strong constraint of the in-
put which may cause the shape of mouth to change slightly,
therefore we employ two strategies to reduce the constraint
Input 
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Figure 3. The simplified pipeline of the proposed dynamic at-
tention, leveraging the dual-stream information which represents
the texture-related and lip-related information respectively during
talking face generation. The blue box in the bottom demonstrates
the examples of facial images with varying rates of attention, the
larger attention rate (smaller than or equal 1.0) the higher atten-
tion on the mouth. Note that, in the green box, there are several
images which are just for illustrating the dynamic, in the training
step, only one image feed to the encoder.
of input frame: 1) we remove the outermost two skip con-
nections because the outer skip connection gives more detail
information; 2) we introduce a dynamic attention to reduce
the original mouth constrain, as illustrated in Fig. 3. We use
If to keep facial texture constant and use fˆi−1 to maintain
temporal and mouth information of visual part. It can also
stabilize the training and improve the quality of the genera-
tion.
Dynamic attention. We consider that a talking face video
is mainly composited by the identity-related and lip-related
features. Separating these features can help our model adapt
for arbitrary identities generation since the strong constrain
of original input mouth might restrict mouth change while
encoding the audio information to generated frames.
Therefore, in order to improve the transition of the talk-
ing face generation for arbitrary identities, we introduce a
dynamic attention technique, which gives different atten-
tion rates on mouth area during the training. When atten-
tion rate turns smaller, the dynamic attention technique can
divide the feature of one identity into two parts: identity-
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related feature and lip-related feature. One of the examples
of the dynamic attention is shown in Fig. 3.
The dimension of the attention mask is the same as If ,
and the rate of the area near the mouth is smaller than 1
while is equal to 1 for the rest area. In the training stage,
we start from a relatively large rate (0.7 ∼ 0.9), and pro-
gressively decrease it to a relatively small value (0.1∼0.3),
then we fix it to 1 for the last few epochs. The reason of this
strategy is it may significantly affect the quality of genera-
tion in the early stage if we directly separate this two parts
by a small rate (less attention on the mouth) since lacking of
supervision of mouth information. Therefore, we progres-
sively decrease the rate after several training epochs which
will enforce the visual information of the mouth deriving
from the previous frame fˆi−1. This dynamic attention tech-
nique is designed for more robust for large lip movement
during the cross-modality generation task. Note that we do
not use dynamic attention during testing since it may hurt
the generation speed. In the last few epochs of training, we
set the rate as 1 to fit the real test environment.
To obtain the attention mask, we apply Dlib [19] to pre-
dict the landmarks of If and only use the mouth area land-
marks (20 points) to generate a bounding box. In practice,
this box is 5 pixels larger than detected mouth area.
3.2. Frame Discriminator
Discriminator network is fed by the pairs of frame and
audio clip, {(fi, ai)} and {(fˆi, ai)}, where fi and fˆi rep-
resent the real frame and the generated frame with corre-
sponding audio clip ai respectively. The output of the dis-
criminator is a probability of whether the inputs (audio and
frame) are matched.
The discriminator consists of an Image CNN (6 convo-
lution layers), an Audio FC (3 fully connection layers) and
a classifier (3 fully connection layers). We flatten the out-
put of the Image CNN to a 16384-dimension feature and
the Audio FC extracts 4096-dimension feature. These two
features are concatenated and feed to the final classifier to
produce 1-dimension output.
3.3. Mutual Information Approximator
Mutual information is a measure of mutual dependency
between two probability distributions,
I(X;Y ) =
∑
y∈Y
∑
x∈X
p(x, y)log
p(x, y)
p(x)p(y)
, (1)
where p(x, y) is the joint probability function of X and Y ,
and p(x) and p(y) are the marginal probability distribution
functions of X and Y respectively.
As stated in Eq. (1), mutual information is equivalent
to the Kullback-Leibler (KL-) divergence between the joint
p(x, y) and the product of the marginal distributions p(x)
and p(y):
I(X,Y ) = DKL(p(x, y) ‖ p(x)p(y)), (2)
where DKL is defined as,
DKL(p ‖ q) =
∑
x∈X
p(x)log
p(x)
q(x)
. (3)
Furthermore, the KL divergence admits the following DV
representation [2, 8] :
DKL(p ‖ q) = sup
T :ω→R
Ep[T ]− log(Eq[eT ]), (4)
where the supremum is taken over all functions T so that
the two expectations are finite. Therefore, we leverage the
bound:
I(X;Y ) ≥ IDVΘ (X,Y ), (5)
where IDVΘ (X,Y ) denotes the neural information measure,
IDVΘ (X,Y ) = sup
θ∈Θ
Ep(x,y)[Tθ(x, y)]−
log(Ep(x)p(y)[eTθ(x,y)]),
(6)
In this cross-modal problem, we argue that the informa-
tion of the audio modality contains information about the
visual modality, vice versa. But the key to utilizing this in-
formation is how to calculate it in a neural network manner.
Follow by [2], we designed a network to estimate the infor-
mation between audio and visual modality.
We denote X , Y and Tθ as the audio, the frame and a
neural network respectively. The joint distribution p(x, y)
is a pair of real samples {(fi, ai)}, while the marginal dis-
tributions p(x) and p(y) are randomly sampled from the
dataset. The neural network Tθ, which is fed by the pairs
of frame and audio clip, {(fi, ai)} and {(fˆi, ai)}, consists
of an Image Encoder, Audio Encoder and a 3-layer classi-
fier. The Image Encode and Audio Encoder have the same
architecture defined in the generator. While the output of
the classifier is 1-dimension scalar.
Inspired by [13], instead of DV representation of KL-
Divergence (Eq. (4)), we adopt another representation, (fol-
lowing the formulation of [25]),
IJSDΘ (X,Y ) = sup
θ∈Θ
Ep(x,y)[−ϕ(−Tθ(x, y))] −
Ep(x)p(y)[ϕ(Tθ(x, y))],
(7)
where ϕ(·) represents softplus operation:
ϕ(x) = log(1 + ex). (8)
which better for training GANs. We employ the non-KL
divergences due to the following two reasons: 1) we do
not concern the accurate value of MI while maximizing it,
2) this estimator similar to the binary cross-entropy, which
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has been well studied in neural network optimization, and
works more stable in practice. [13]
Our Mutual Information Approximator is trained using
triplets of {(fi, ai, a}, where a is a randomly selected au-
dio clip from p(x). While in the estimating stage, we esti-
mate mutual information using {fˆi, ai, a}, That is, we use
real pairs to train and using a generated sample to estimate.
GANs are usually used to learn the probability distribution
consistent with the real data, and the mutual information is
used to estimate the amount of shared information between
the two distributions. Therefore, our solution uses mutual
information in distributions, as shown in Fig. 1, which can
stabilize the convergence and improve the quality of gener-
ation.
3.4. Training Details
In the training stage, we feed Mutual Information Ap-
proximator and Frame Discriminator pairs of a frame and
audio clip, {(fi, ai)} and {(fˆi, ai)}. The loss of our GAN
can be defined as,
LGAN (D,G) = Ef∼Pd [log(D(f, a))] +
Ez∼Pz [log(D(G(z), a))].
(9)
In order to synchronize of the mouth movements more
accurately, we make use of perceptual loss, which is orig-
inally proposed by [17] as a method used in image style
transfer and super-resolution. It utilizes high-level features
to compare generated images and ground-truth images, re-
sulting in the better sharpness of the synthesized image. The
perceptual loss is defined as:
Lprec(fi, fˆi) =‖ φ(fi)− φ(fˆi) ‖22, (10)
where φ is a feature extraction network.
To focus on the lip movement, we only utilize the mouth
area of the frame for L1 reconstruction loss,
Lmouth(fi, fˆi) = β ∗ ‖ fi − fˆi ‖1, (11)
where β is a mask of mouth.
Lprec and Lmouth measure the distance between visual
concept, it is also important to shorten the distance between
audio and visual modalities in high-level representation. We
implement the mutual information as described in Sec. 3.3.
We try to maximize it between generated frames and audios,
Lmi(fˆi, ai) = −IJSDΘ (fˆi, ai). (12)
Our full model is optimized according to the following
objective function:
L = LGAN + λ1Lperc + λ2Lmouth + λ3Lmi. (13)
4. Experiments
In this section, we first introduce the dataset and experi-
mental settings, followed by the qualitative, quantitative re-
sults, cross-dataset evaluation, ablation study and generat-
ing speed comparison.
4.1. Preparation
Dataset and Settings. We evaluate our method on preva-
lent benchmark datasets LRW [5] and GRID [6]. The for-
mer is an in-the-wild dataset that contains up to 1000 ut-
terances composed of 500 different words, spoken by hun-
dreds of different speakers. While the latter is captured in
the constrained environments recordings of 1000 sentences
spoken by 18 male and 16 female. We first extract frames
from raw video file and then detect and align the frames
using RSA algorithm [24]. All the frames are resized into
256×256. For the audio stream, we follow the implementa-
tion in [39] by extracting the MFCC features at the sampling
rate of 5000Hz. Then we match each frame with an MFCC
audio input with size of 20× 13.
We adopt Adam optimizer and fix the learning rate as
2 × 10−4 during training. All the parameters in networks
are initialized with Xavier normal [10].
Metrics. To evaluate the quality of the synthesized
talking faces, we use the common reconstruction metrics
such as the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Struc-
ture Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) [37]. The higher
PSNR and SSIM, the better quality of the video. Further-
more, we use Landmark Distance (LMD) [3] to evaluate
the accuracy of mouth in the generated video, which aims
to calculate the Euclidean distance between the mouth land-
marks detected by Dlib [19] on the generated video and the
original video as,
LMD =
1
N
× 1
P
N∑
n=1
P∑
p=1
‖ LRn,p, LFn,p ‖2, (14)
where N represents the frame length of the video and P
represents the total number of landmark points on each im-
age each pair of landmarks. LRn,p and LFn,p indicate the
mouth landmarks of the real video and a generated video of
the n-th frame at the p-th point of the landmark respectively.
The lower LMD, the better of the generation.
4.2. Quantitative Results
We compare our model with four recent state-of-the-art
methods, including Zhou [39], Vondrick [35], Chung [4],
Chen [3]. Table 1 shows the quantitative results of our
method and its competitors with higher PSNR, SSIM and
lower LMD, suggesting the best quality of the generated
video frames of the talking faces.
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Figure 4. Examples of generating talking faces for arbitrary identities from the testing set of LRW [5] dataset.
We observe that the methods can be ordered in ascend-
ing PSNR as Zhou [39], Vondrick [35], Chung [4], Chen
[3] and our method. Although Zhou [39] obtains the lowest
PSNR, it obtains the second highest SSIM and its SSIM
is significantly better than Vondrick [35], Chung [4] and
Chen [3]. Our method always achieves the highest PSNR
and SSIM, demonstrating the effectiveness of our method.
For LMD, our method significantly reduces the LMD value.
Compared to the improvements from other methods, our
improvement on LMD is obvious.
Since the LRW database is in-the-wild, the unstable
videos in training set (the alignment of the dataset) may
cause unstable generation. We assume that a high-quality
and well-controlled dataset may facilitate training a better
generative model. Therefore, we fine-tune our model on the
GIRD dataset and directly evalute the fine-tuned model on
the LRW dataset (denoted by Ours (F.T. on GRID) in Table
1) which achieves the highest scores on PSNR, SSIM. Only
LMD performs slightly decreasing since the GRID dataset
is captured in controlled environment, which may affect the
structure of pre-trained model on LRW.
4.3. Cross-dataset Evaluation
To further verify the robustness of our method for arbi-
trary person generation, we evaluate our method on another
benchmark dataset GRID [6] and report the comparison re-
sults in Table 2. Note that we directly conduct our model
trained on the LRW dataset [5], without retraining or fine-
tuning (denoted by ’Ours’ in Table 1) on the GRID dataset,
whereas all compared methods are directly trained on the
GRID dataset.
Methods Evaluation on LRW [5]PSNR SSIM LMD
G.T. — — 0
Zhou [39] 26.8 0.884 —
Vondrick [35] 28.03 0.34 3.28
Chung [4] 28.06 0.46 2.225
Chen [3] 28.65 0.53 1.92
Ours 29.64 0.92 1.18
Ours (F.T. on GRID) 32.08 0.92 1.21
Table 1. Quantitative results of our method on PSNR, SSIM and
LMD comparing to the state-of-the-arts.
From Table 2, we observe that our model achieves the
highest SSIM and the lowest LMD, demonstrating the ef-
fectiveness and robustness of our method. Although our
method does not obtain the highest PSNR, its PSNR is very
close to the best PSNR. This is because our method is not
trained on any samples from the GRID dataset.
However, when we fine-tune our model on the GRID
dataset, all results of our method can be further improved.
As expected, our method achieves the highest score on
PSNR, SSIM and LMD. Compared to the improvement be-
tween Chung [5] and Chen [3], the improvement of our
method over its competitors is significant, suggesting the
effectiveness of our network structure and mutual informa-
tion learning.
4.4. Qualitative Results
Our method is capable of synthesizing realistic videos of
talking faces for new identities. We first demonstrate the
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Figure 5. Examples of generating talking faces for arbitrary identities from the wild (not existing in the dataset). By fixing the audio
supervision, our model can generate the smoothing talking faces with the while darker lighting conditions (the first row of each subimage),
cross-gender (the third row of each subimage) and pose variant (the third row of (a)).
Methods Evaluation on GRID [6]PSNR SSIM LMD
G.T. — — 0
Vondrick [35] 28.45 0.60 2.38
Chung [4] 29.36 0.74 1.35
Chen [3] 29.89 0.73 1.18
Ours 29.25 0.96 0.82
Ours (F.T. on GRID) 30.67 0.97 0.73
Table 2. Cross-dataset evaluation of our method on GRID dataset
pre-trained on LRW dataset comparing to the state-of-the-arts.
synthesized talking faces for the arbitrary identities from
the dataset in Fig. 4. It is clear to see that, our method can
not only synchronize the lip shapes to ground truth, but also
maintain the identity information, such as teeth and winkle.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the qualitative results of generation
for the arbitrary identities from the wild (not existing in the
dataset) with large movement and pose variation (as shown
in Fig. 5 (a)) and gentle movement (as shown in Fig. 5 (b)).
We observe that, by fixing the audio supervision, our model
can synthesize the talking faces of arbitrary identities with
desired lip movement with large movement and preserving
the stability of the generation with gentle movement. Fur-
thermore, it can generate the smoothing talking faces both
with the same gender (the first row of each subimage) and
cross-gender (the third row of each subimage).
4.5. Ablation Study
In order to quantify the effect of each component of our
system, we conduct ablation study experiments to verify the
contributions of four settings in our full model: Dynamic
Attention (DA), Original MINE (OMI), Mutual Information
Approximation (MIA) and LSTM.
As can be seen in Table 3, 1) By introducing dynamic
attention (Table 3 (b)) or original MINE (Table 3 (c)), we
achieve better PSNR and SSIM (comparing to Table 3 (a)).
2) By swapping the original MINE (OMI) with the proposed
Mutual Information Approximation (MIA), our full model
(Table 3 (e)) achieves the promising results on PSNR, SSIM
and LMD. 3) By taking advantages of DA, OMI and MIA
(Table 3 (f)), it results in the worst performance on PSNR,
SSIM and LMD. We consider this may be caused by the
disturbing of the two mutual information systems (OMI and
MIA).
Usually, the high-level temporal information can provide
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Method (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
DA × X × X X X X
OMI × × × X × X ×
MIA × × X × X X X
LSTM × × × × × × X
Metrics
PSNR 28.88 29.19 29.41 29.08 29.64 28.77 28.93
SSIM 0.895 0.900 0.918 0.891 0.92 0.883 0.89
LMD 1.36 1.37 1.22 1.32 1.18 1.55 1.54
Table 3. Ablation study on three settings: Dynamic Attention (DA), Original MINE (OMI) , Mutual Information Approximation (MIA)
and LSTM.
Figure 6. Qualitative examples of variants of our model in Table
3 (d) and Table 3 (e). The results of variant MIA+DA show ob-
viously better than variant OMI+DA and OMI+MIA+DA in both
synchronization and realistic.
a better guide of generating the next frame in other video
generation tasks such as video prediction. However, we ob-
serve that it is not the key to talking face generation. In
our task, the current shape of mouth is mainly determined
by the audio input and the mouth of previous frame, we as-
sume that LSTM might disturb the current audio input by
previous memory. We conduct the experiment by leverag-
ing LSTM to obtain temporal information on LRW dataset
[5] and report the results in Table 3 (g). We observe that,
the proposed model (Table 3 (e)) is sufficient for this task
while LSTM suppresses the performance of our model.
4.6. Generating Speed Comparison
In order to evaluate the capability of synthesizing high-
speed realistic videos of our method, we further conduct
the speed comparison to Zhou et al. [39]. We conduct this
experiment on one GPU (NVIDIA 1080ti). For fair com-
parison, we only count the time of the model cost (model
generation speed) while excluding the time of data prepar-
ing and generative saving. Our method achieves 160.7916
fps (1.4553 seconds for 234 frames), which is 45% faster
than Zhou et al. [39] with 110.4190 fps (2.1192 seconds for
234 frames).
5. Conclusion
We have proposed a novel model of talking face genera-
tion for arbitrary identities via exploring the cross-modality
coherence in this paper. Our model mainly leverages the
mutual information estimator to learn the correlation of au-
dio features and facial image features and introduces the
mutual information as a loss into the generation framework.
In addition, we utilize a simple way to simulate the process
of disentangling person identity features and lip features
by a dynamic attention technique. Extensive experimen-
tal results on benchmark dataset demonstrate the promising
performance of our method overpassing the state-of-the-art
methods.
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